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We are a business group that, with our knowledge, experience and
permanence in the market for more than 25 years, offer a comprehensive
logistics service in foreign trade for the import and export processes of
tangible and intangible goods. We integrate the logistics chain into Physical
Freight Distribution processes providing comprehensive solutions at national
and international level.

"The logistics activity and the support of industrial development are basic
elements that facilitate commercial exchanges, providing companies the

strategies to achieve competitiveness"

ABOUT US

@seairgroup

@seairtransport@almaseair
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Industrial service user of Zona Franca de Bogotá, authorized by rating act No.
1365 of August 1, 2007. With a favourable concept and rectification of DIAN
No. 2197 of October 26, 2007, to carry out activities such as:

 Logistics
Distribution
Packing and repacking
Packaging

Machine
Labelled
Assemble
Among others

ALMASEAIR LTDA

International Freight Agent, for the national and international transport of
goods. Constituted under the Colombian customs regulations, duly registered
and authorized to the DIAN accordance with resolution No. 5528 of June 18,
2012. Allocated Code 572.

SEAIR TRANSPORT S.A.S

CUSTOMS CLEARANCE
Customs agency, duly registered and authorized before the DIAN. Expert in
customs processes in matters of import, export, customs transit and space
procedures; who, through a permanent update of the legal framework,
provide technical and specialised advice in foreign trade.
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To be the model company in
international trade logistics with an
extensive network of operations,
supported by state-of-the-art
infrastructure and technology. With
a trained, motivated and ethically
committed team to providing a
quality and reliability service that
responds to the highest demands of
our clients and market trends.

To be the main and best ally of
our clients in international trade,
through the provision of services
of integral logistics operation and
customs, tax and exchange
advice.

We are an Organization oriented to
satisfy the needs and expectations of
our costumers, generating profitability
and dynamism in the skills of our
workers.
We continually improve the
effectiveness of our processes in
quality management by providing
comprehensive solutions in
international trade.

 

VISION

MISSION

QUALITY POLITICS
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Logistics operations designed jointly with the costumer, implementing the
required solution tailored to their needs and expectations.

SERVICE PORTFOLIO

INTEGRAL LOGISTICS OPERATION

FOREIGN TRADE ADVICE
With an excellent team of professionals attached to our group of companies,
we are looking for economically viable logistics solutions that meet the needs
of importers and exporters. We provide guidance and solutions in compliance
with customs, exchange and tax regulations.

FREIGHT AGENCY
Transport of goods from origin to final destination in the consolidated air, sea
and land modes or in complete units (LCL / LCL; FCL / FCL). Counting for
this with a wide network of international agents. (FREIGHT FORWARDER'S)
Transport operations in DTAI, DTA AND OTM.

COURIER SHIPMENTS
Courier Service Miami - Bogotá.
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International and national transport insurance policies with all-risk coverage.
In adition, coverage for 10% of lost profits and 10% for expenses.

Customs brokering service for imports, exports and customs transfers, with
the knowledge and experience gained for our stay in the sector.

INVIMA - MIN SALUD standards, health records and marketing
certificates for medical devices, food, reagents and medicines.
Origin Criteria - Certificates of Origin.
CCAA certificate. (Certificate of storage capacity and conditioning of
medical devices).

We have a winery located in Zona Franca de Bogotá, continuously
monitored, with racks for vertical storage, which guarantees greater care
and handling of goods. Our experience allows us to offer reliable, safe and
timely services under the free regime, allowing this to access the existing
benefits.

TRANSPORT SAFETS FOR GOODS

CUSTOMS AGENCEMENT 

ASSORIES IN SPECIALISED TRAMITS

LOGISTICS IN ZONA FRANCA INDUSTRIAL USER OF SERVICES



SERVICES

Logistics activities for transportation, handling, distribution, packaging,
repackaging, container, packing, labeling or classification of goods.
Service and support of assembly, assembly, repair or cleaning of goods
to third parties and destined for the national or foreign market.
Support to third parties in telecommunications, information technology
systems for data capture, processing, storage and transmission,
organization and management or operation of databases.
Provide scientific and technology research services to third parties in
medical, dental and general health care.
Repair, cleaning or quality testing of goods, technical support,
maintenance and repair of equipment, ships, aircraft or machinery.
Audit, administration, brokerage, consultancy or similar services.
Professional, technical, operational assistance services and all kinds of
advice in international foreign trade.
Reports on arrival of the goods through  our WMS systems.
Consult the loading of your goods from your office through our CCTV,
which you can access through our website.
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